found that local application of a variety of GABA A antagonists by pressure ejection onto the recorded neuron shifted the firing pattern of the dopaminergic neuron from a single-spiking mode to a bursting one, indicating that tonic GABA A receptor activation was strong enough to suppress burst firing. These experiments suggest that dopaminergic neurons are subject to at least two types of tonic inputs in vivo: an NMDA-mediated excitatory input and a GABA A -mediated inhibitory input. We have recently demonstrated that dopaminergic neurons that receive tonic NMDA and GABA A inputs can maintain their spontaneous activity and are capable of generating bursts through disinhibition (Lobb et al., 2010) . Using a combination of network and compartmental computational modeling, we explore how disinhibition bursting of dopaminergic neurons might arise from striatal activation.
introduction
In behaving animals, midbrain dopaminergic neurons fire bursts of action potentials in response to salient stimuli (Redgrave et al., 1990; Horvitz et al., 1997; Schultz, 1998) , when a greater than expected reward is received (Schultz et al., 1997) , or during sequence learning (Jin and Costa, 2010) . The mechanisms by which dopaminergic neurons generate bursts are an area of intense study. The absence of burst firing in slices (e.g., Kita et al., 1986; Grace and Onn, 1989) suggests that bursts are generated in response to afferent input. One view of the dopaminergic neuron in vivo is that single-spiking is generated by an in vitro-like calcium - (Kita et al., 1986; Grace and Onn, 1989; Wilson and Callaway, 2000) or sodium-based (Guzman et al., 2009; Khaliq and Bean, 2010) pacemaking mechanism in which spikes can be advanced or delayed due to afferent input. Under such a scheme, bursts are caused by phasic excitatory inputs, e.g., inputs activating AMPA, NMDA, or nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Grace and Bunney, 1984; Grenhoff et al., 1986; Chergui et al., 1993; Morikawa et al., 2003; Blythe et al., 2007 Blythe et al., , 2009 Deister et al., 2009; Lobb et al., 2010) . However, dopaminergic neurons in vivo are subject to strong tonic synaptic inputs, suggesting that an alternative but complementary mechanism by which dopaminergic neurons may fire bursts is through disinhibition.
Dopaminergic neurons receive strong synaptic activation from spontaneously active inputs in vivo (e.g., Grace and Bunney, 1985; Tepper and Lee, 2007) . The effect of these tonic inputs can be seen by subtraction. Local application of NMDA, but not AMPA, receptor antagonists significantly reduce spontaneous burst firing Substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) dopaminergic neurons receive strong tonic inputs from GABAergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNpr) and globus pallidus (GP), and glutamatergic neurons in the subthalamic nucleus. The presence of these tonic inputs raises the possibility that phasic disinhibition may trigger phasic bursts in dopaminergic neurons. We first applied constant NMDA and GABA A conductances onto a two-compartment single cell model of the dopaminergic neuron (Kuznetsov et al., 2006) . The model exhibited disinhibition bursting upon stepwise removal of inhibition. A further bifurcation analysis suggests that disinhibition may be more robust than excitation alone in that for most levels of NMDA conductance, the cell remains capable of bursting even after a complete removal of inhibition, whereas too much excitatory input will drive the cell into depolarization block. To investigate the network dynamics of disinhibition, we used a modified version of an integrate-and-fire based model of the basal ganglia (Humphries et al., 2006) . Synaptic activity generated in the network was delivered to the two-compartment single cell dopaminergic neuron. Phasic activation of the D1-expressing medium spiny neurons in the striatum (D1STR) produced disinhibition bursts in dopaminergic neurons through the direct pathway (D1STR to SNpr to SNpc). Anatomical studies have shown that D1STR neurons have collaterals that terminate in GP. Adding these collaterals to the model, we found that striatal activation increased the intra-burst firing frequency of the disinhibition burst as the weight of this connection was increased. Our studies suggest that striatal activation is a robust means by which disinhibition bursts can be generated by SNpc dopaminergic neurons, and that recruitment of the indirect pathway via collaterals may enhance disinhibition bursting.
The network model contained five collections of neurons: D1STR (D1-expressing striatum, N = 64 neurons, threshold θ = 30 mV, time constant τ m = 25 ms), globus pallidus (GP; N = 64, θ = 30 mV, τ m = 14 ms), STN (N = 64, θ = 20 mV, τ m = 6 ms), substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNpr; N = 64, θ = 30 mV, τ m = 8 ms), and SNpc (N = 64, see single cell model below). See Humphries et al. (2006) for the full specification of the model.
The original Humphries et al. (2006) model consists of multiple anatomically based microchannels to allow for a mechanism of action selection. For simplicity, we employed only a single microchannel. Connections were added between nuclei as shown in Figure 1 . The D1STR-SNpc connection arises from neurons in striatal patches whereas the D1STR-SNpr connection arises from neurons in the striatal matrix (Gerfen, 1984) . It is unclear if both would be activated during a rewarding scenario and thus the D1STR-SNpc connection is disregarded in this study. All connections were given a weight of −1, 0, or +1, where a negative value represents an inhibitory connection and a positive value represents an excitatory connection. Connections could be removed or disabled in the network by setting the connection weight to zero. An afferent neuron made a synaptic connection onto each neuron in a target nucleus with a probability of 0.25. As described in Humphries et al. (2006) , inhibitory connections were modeled as exponentially decaying negative currents with a decay time τ GABA = 3 ms. Excitatory connections had both AMPA and NMDA components, each modeled as a simple decaying exponential with decay times τ AMPA = 2 ms and τ NMDA = 100 ms. The peak amplitude of individual AMPA and GABA A postsynaptic potentials were 3 mV; individual NMDA potentials peaked at 0.1 mV. Dopamine levels were set to the "normal" condition in Humphries et al. (2006;  λ D1 = λ D2 = 0.3). Background pacemaking activity seen in basal ganglia neurons (STN: 12 Hz, GP: 26 Hz, SNpr: 32 Hz) was induced by injecting a suprathreshold fixed current. The level of this current was adjusted to maintain background firing rates for the reduced model described in Figures 3-5 (STN: 66.1 pA, GP: 17 pA, SNpr: 14 pA) and the full model described in Figures 6 and 7 (STN: 100.5 pA, GP: 17 pA, SNpr: 26 pA). As described in Humphries et al. (2006) , each neuron model contained a noise term with a mean ± SD of 0 ± 0.0008 mV.
Disinhibition bursts were initiated by modeling bursts of cortical inputs as step pulses of current delivered to D1STR neurons (+2 nA, 150 ms). Simulations were run for 1 s before these current injections to mitigate any effect of onset transients. Simulations were implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) as described in Humphries et al. (2006) .
Inputs to the single cell SNpc model arose from the SNpr, GP, and STN. The SNpr and GP inputs made synapses onto both somatic and dendritic compartments of the two-compartment model and activated postsynaptic GABA A receptors on dopaminergic neurons (Paladini and Tepper, 1999) . STN inputs made synapses onto the burst-generating, dendritic compartment of the two-compartment model and activated postsynaptic NMDA receptors. Postsynaptic activation of AMPA receptors was excluded because local application of an AMPA receptor antagonist in vivo does not change the activity of dopaminergic neurons (Chergui et al., 1994) . In contrast, tonic STN input contributes to spontaneous bursting in vivo (Smith and Grace, 1992; Chergui et al., 1994 ) that is strongly affected by local application of NMDA receptor antagonists (Chergui et al., 1994) . GABA A -mediated currents were added to both somatic and dendritic compartments of the two-compartment dopaminergic neuron model.
The synaptic conductances waveforms were described as a difference of exponentials: G t Single cell simulations were run in XPPAUT (Ermentrout, 2002) using the RUNGE-KUTTA method with dt = 0.01 or 0.005 ms. Bifurcation diagrams were made with the XPPAUT implementation of AUTO. Equations were implemented as described in the original model and are not reproduced here. The full set of parameters used here is given in Table 1 . Calcium buffering parameters are identical to the original model with the exception of the calcium pump density, which was increased from 2500 to 10,000 μm/s to increase the frequency of dopaminergic neuron bursting produced in the model. The SNpc was added. The connections shown in gray are described in the original model while those in blue are added here. The connection from D1STR to the GP was added in accordance with anatomical data of Kawaguchi et al. (1990) .
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This firing region was [Mg 2+ ] dependent ( Figure 2E) . Increasing Mg 2+ RUNGE-KUTTA method concentrations reduces the negative slope conductance of the NMDA conductance, and the firing region becomes elongated. Under these conditions, the action of disinhibition and excitation are more similar in that removing too much inhibition will also drive the model into depolarization block and shut off bursting.
results single cell
We first investigated the range of synaptic parameters that can give rise to bursting in our single cell model of the midbrain dopaminergic neuron. When all the synaptic conductances are set to 0, the dopaminergic neuron shows a very regular pattern of spiking at a frequency of approximately 4-5 Hz (Figure 2A) . The model can generate a sustained burst in response to a phasic NMDA conductance ( Figure 2B , g NMDA = 0.28 ms/cm 2 at 1100 ms). Bursts could also be generated through disinhibition. Constant NMDA and GABA A conductances were applied to the model to maintain balanced spiking ( Figure 2C ; g GABAA = 0.14 ms/cm 2 , g NMDA = 0.28 ms/cm 2 ). At t = 1100 ms the GABA A conductance was set to 0 and the cell fired a sustained burst of action potentials (intra-burst frequency in Figure 2B ,C are both 47 Hz).
Given that dopamine neuron bursting can result from either an increase in excitation or a removal of inhibition, we determined which combinations of GABA A and NMDA conductance values permitted repetitive spiking. In particular, we calculated a twoparameter bifurcation diagram that separated oscillatory (repetitive spiking) behavior from fixed-point (non-spiking) behavior ( Figure 2D ). The hatched region represents combinations of syn- Figure 3 . Stimulation of the striatum evoked a burst in the dopaminergic neuron. The number of spikes in that burst was dependent on the length of time in which the striatum was stimulated (Figures 4B,C; 30-150 ms) . The intra-burst firing frequency, however, was unaffected ( Figure 4A ).
direct Pathway
After considering the single cell model in isolation, we investigated how disinhibition bursts could be driven by synaptic input patterns resulting from a network model of the basal ganglia based on the model of Humphries et al. (2006; see Materials and Methods) . We first considered the influence of the D1STR-SNpr-SNpc ("direct") pathway. All connections other than the D1STR-SNpr, SNpr-SNpc, STN-SNpr, and STN-SNpc were disabled. Neurons in D1STR received direct current injection intended to model a burst the number of spikes in the burst (Figure 5) . The probability for which an individual D1STR neuron was stimulated was set to 0.03 (1 of 64 cells activated), 0.1, 0.25, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1.0. A high frequency burst of a significant number of spikes was generated in response to a stimulation of only a few neurons (Figure 5) . Thus, even weak striatal stimulation can evoke bursts in dopaminergic neurons.
What percentage of the medium spiny neurons must become activated to sufficiently inhibit the SNpr neurons to cause disinhibition bursting in the SNpc? In the previous simulations, all of the medium spiny neurons in the D1STR were stimulated at t = 1000 ms. Changing the probability that a D1STR neuron was stimulated had a large effect on the intra-burst firing frequency and Do dopaminergic neurons still evoke a burst when the indirect pathway is included in the model? The connections between GPSNpc, GP-STN, STN-GP, GP-SNpr, and STN-SNpr were enabled. The constant current parameter for each cell type was modified such that the firing rates of the STN and SNpr were similar to the simulations presented in the previous section. Bursts were still evoked upon stimulation of all striatal neurons (Figure 6) . Note that the inhibition is not completely removed during striatal stimulation. When the above indirect pathway connections were enabled in the network model, SNpc dopaminergic neurons received tonic inhibitory input from two sources: SNpr and GP. In the simulations shown in Figure 6 , only SNpr neurons were inhibited upon D1STR stimulation. Thus, disinhibition need not be an all-or-none phenomenon (e.g., Lobb et al., 2011) . D1STR neurons projecting to the SNpr give off collaterals that terminate in the GP (Kawaguchi et al., 1990; Parent et al., 1995) . This connection was added to the network model. Disinhibition bursting was enhanced by inclusion of the D1STR-GP connection (Figure 7 ). An example is shown in Figure 7A for a D1STR-GP weight of −1.0. Near-maximal frequency bursting could be obtained with a connection strength of only 0.2 (in comparison with other connections, which have a weight of ±1.0). The enhancement in SNpc activity is due to an inhibition of both GP and SNpr neurons (disinhibiting SNpc neurons) and a disinhibition of the STN through the GP (strongly exciting SNpc neurons). This suggests that striatal activation is a robust means by which bursts can be generated by SNpc dopaminergic neurons.
discussion
In this paper, we used computer simulations with network-generated time-varying conductances to explore disinhibition bursting in the basal ganglia. We first showed that the two-compartment single cell model of the dopaminergic neuron maintained its ability to fire trains of action potentials when tonic NMDA and GABA A conductances were applied. We then used a bifurcation analysis to map out the combinations of NMDA and GABA A conductances for which the model was able to produce sustained trains of action potentials. As expected, increasing inhibition or lowering excitation shifts the dopaminergic neuron into the non-oscillatory region, resulting in a pause in spiking (as seen in Figure 3A of Lobb et al., 2010) . The bifurcation analysis revealed that large increases in excitation can also cause the dopaminergic neuron to cross into the non-oscillatory region, with the cessation of spiking due to a depolarization block of sodium mediated action potentials. In contrast, for moderate levels of the NMDA conductance, spiking was maintained even after complete removal of inhibition.
Disinhibition bursts could be evoked through the D1STR-SNprSNpc pathway by phasic activation of the D1STR. The duration of the striatal stimulation is an important determinant of the number of spikes in the burst, but has little effect on its intra-burst firing frequency. Striatal inhibition of the SNpr is powerful and thus only a small percentage of striatal cells need to be activated to evoke a burst in dopaminergic neurons.
Tonic inhibition onto dopaminergic neurons is a combination of inputs from GP and SNpr. In our simulations, the firing rate of the GP and SNpr were similar, and thus silencing of the SNpr would only remove that percentage of the tonic inhibition. The burst in SNpc neurons is affected by the percentage of tonic inhibition that is removed by a disinhibitory stimulus such as striatal activation; specifically, increased removal of inhibition increases the intraburst firing frequency of the disinhibition burst (Lobb et al., 2011) .
Disinhibition of the SNpc was enhanced by including a collateral from D1STR to the GP. This was due to an inhibition of the GP (thereby disinhibiting SNpc) and subsequent disinhibition of the subthalamic nucleus (thereby exciting the SNpc). Another interesting question that arises from these simulations is what the net effect of striatal stimulation will be on the SNpr and its disinhibition. The SNpr is inhibited by striatal activation but excited through the STN. The GP may also disinhibit the SNpr depending on whether striatopallidal inhibition is stronger than recurrent pallidosubthalamic excitation. In these simulations, the net effect on the SNpr is an inhibition. To achieve effective disinhibition, the SNpr excitation through the indirect pathway should be minimized, e.g., by increasing the weight of D1STR-SNpr synapses.
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conclusion
In summary, we investigated the high conductance state of the dopaminergic neuron and show that disinhibition bursts can be produced through the D1STR-SNpr-SNpc circuit. Inclusion of the indirect pathway actually promotes disinhibition bursting. Together, these results suggest that striatal activation of the SNpc is not just a feasible mechanism for evoking disinhibition bursts. Instead, it may provide a reliable and robust means of evoking bursts in dopaminergic neurons.
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In this model, only some of the basic features of these connections are implemented. Many features, such as a high degree of convergence from one nucleus onto another, the action of neuromodulators, synaptic enhancement or depression, and the presence of correlated activity within different nuclei are not included. We anticipate that factors such as these may play a large role in determining the weights of each connection and thus could have a major impact on bursting. Similarly, we have focused on stimulation of the D1-containing medium spiny neurons. Cortical activation of D2-containing medium spiny neurons may also evoke bursting in dopaminergic neurons similar to our results above. Finally, cortical activation may also evoke strong excitation in subthalamic neurons via the hyperdirect pathway. However, unlike striatal stimulation, activity in the GP and SNpr would be increased, thereby counteracting the
